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Scott Appelrouth (PhD, New York University, 2000) is Professor of Sociology at California State University, Northridge. His interests include sociological theory, cultural sociology and social movements. He has taught classical and contemporary theory at both postgraduate and undergraduate level, and



has published various articles in research and teaching journals on social movements, theory and conflicts about jazz during the 1920s and rap during the 1980s. His current investigation focuses on political discourse on American party platforms. Laura Desfor Edles (PhD, University of California, Los
Angeles, 1990) is a professor of sociology at California State University, Northridge. He is the author of Symbol and Ritual in New Spain: The Transition to Democracy After Franco (1998) and Cultural Sociology in Practice (2002), as well as various articles on culture, theory, race/ethnicity and social
movements. List of illustrations and photographs List of numbers and tables Part I: Foundations of classical sociological theory Chapter 2: Karl Marx (1818-1883) Chapter 3: Émile Durkheim (1858-1 Chapter 4: Max Weber (1864-1920) Part II: Classical Sociological Theory: Expansion of the Foundation
Chapter 5: Charlotte Perkins Gilman (1860-1935) Chapter 6: Georg Simmel (1858-1918) Chapter 7: W.E.B Du Bois (1868-1963) Chapter 8: George Herbert Mead (1863-1931 ) Part III: 20th Century Sociological Traditions Chapter 9: Structural Functionality Chapter 10: Critical Theory Chapter 11:
Exchange and Rational Selection Theories Chapter 12: Symbolic Interaction and Dramaturgy Chapter 13: Peter L Phenomenology. Berger and Thomas Luckmann Chapter 14: Metastructure Chapter 15: Postmodernism Chapter 16: The Global Society Showing 1-30 Start Your Review of Classical and
Modern Sociological Theory : Text and readings July 14, 2012 Megan Kiekel rated that she really liked one of my favorite textbooks from college. Don't judge. Reading two chapters from a book may not sound so impressive, but these two chapters were 84 pages long. Teeny tiny font, multiple pages
column book. I was really busy during the semester I got Sociological Theory in college, so I got to read the pages assigned to this book, but precious little else. Most people forget or sell back their books once a class is finished, but I'm going to get several hundred dollars worth of me, one of my favorite
books from college. Don't judge. Reading two chapters from a book may not sound so impressive, but these two chapters was 84 pages. Teeny tiny font, multiple pages column book. I was really busy during the semester I got Sociological Theory in college, so I got to read the pages assigned to this
book, but precious little else. Most people forget or sell back their books once they finish a class, but I'm going to get enough of me value dollars, thank you very much. I started again on this because a) Sociological Theory occupies about 1/4 of the Masters program I think and I believe that reading it will
help me come to a decision.b) This manual has tons of awesome primary sources at the end of each chapter. Essays I'd like to buy and read anyway.c) I miss school and reading is my favorite part of school anyway. If I don't decide that I'm going to use that master's degree, I can learn everything for free.
Chapter 1 was the introduction chapter, which made me feel like I had learned almost nothing in school, and Chapter 2 focused on Karl Marx, one of the two most important figures in Classical Sociology. Reading about Marx was a breeze, but reading Marx's original (10 essays and quotes) when your
brain is mostly taken by keeping Etsy orders straight and talking to kids all day is a giant feat. I read these in the few lonely moments this month when my brain was fully functioning. Yay for mind push ups. ... more May 02, 2012 Danja rated that I really liked This is a really great book and the choices are a
good overview of the theory. I have a copy printed in 2008, but it looks like this version. Aside from leaving out some modern theorists, I thought it was great. For example, I'd like to see Mr. Wright Mills. He is sometimes mentioned and even notes that some people considered him the greatest sociologist
the United States has ever created, but there are no excerpts from his texts! What's wrong with that? Sep 21, 2011 Tanya rated that she really liked it for a book, I really think this is a good one. They provide a nice summary of theories and then provide selected readings of the original works. A large
upper level undergraduate text for sociological theory. Although there are some theorists I would have liked to have included like DuBois, I like the choice of theorists they have chosen. I chose this text to develop my social thinking (Sociological Theory by a less scary name) course last fall. I absolutely
loved it. Not only does it have a range of selections of important primary texts with tons of references and further reading suggestions, but the authors provide meaningful information about each theory, theorist and reading. The metathetic framework of action/class was extremely useful for identifying
theories, theories and concepts in relation to each other. I read I chose this text to develop my social thinking (Sociological Theory from a less scary last autumn. I absolutely loved it. Not only does it have a range of selections of important primary texts with tons of references and further reading
suggestions, but the authors provide meaningful information about each theory, theorist and reading. The metathetic framework of action/class was extremely useful for identifying theories, theories and concepts in to each other. I read every page of it, even rereading pieces I'd read before. I haven't read
much theory since grad school, so reading this to develop a theory lesson was pure bliss. The students found the book provocative, but appealing. There are more basic theory books on the market, and that was pretty dense for grad students, so I'm really proud of my undergrads. They particularly
enjoyed the additional information about theories, theorists, and readings that the authors present, and reported that the metatheotic context was useful for them as well (although some never quite understood its removal). The book is huge already, but some improvements would be more recent pieces
(there are few of the last decades), and in doing so, more pieces than for minority writers (women, people of color, indigenous theorists, LGBTQ sociologists, etc.). Like I said, the book is already huge, and what it does does beautifully. There are other books that focus on other instruments of theory, and I
understand that this has incorporated some of these things over the publications. A+, I'll use it again the next time I teach theory. Oh, also another I used for personal reference and pulled a couple extra readings from was Social Theory Re-Wired, which I'll review as soon as I finish reading the tracks
there! ... more November 28, 2017 Eric P rated definitely liked one of the best theory books I had to read. I wasn't impressed with some of the original scriptures. However, the import pieces from Appelrouth and Edles were well done. It was very clear and used great examples in which most readers
should understand the main themes and ideas presented in the original texts. Dec 19, 2015 Amanda rated it was amazing I really liked this text. The summaries in conjunction with some of the original sociological texts provided a useful form for a better understanding of the subject. While some students
find this text very exhaustive, I would highly recommend it. Dec 04, 2015 Sofia Pi rated that it was amazing recommended for anyone who wants to get a start in sociology. it helped me a lot during my master's as a social theory lesson was mandatory and I didn't have a background in sociological theory.
Yader H rated that she really liked March 21, 2016 Matthew rated that she really liked Aug 03, 2015 Amanda rated that she really liked August 16, 2015 Dee rated that she really liked Jul 09, 2015 Floris rated she liked Jan 10, 2018 James Word rated to be amazing November 12, 2018 John that really
liked Feb 09 , 2015 Jordana rated that it was amazing Jan 02, 2019 Bayan Seirafi rated that he really liked Mar 20, 2018 Benu Ma'At rated to be amazing May 06, 2018 Jody Pham rated it was amazing August 23, 2011 Kelvin Mugo rated it was amazing October 18, 2020 Mia rated that she liked February
18, 2017 Brittany rated that she was ok Sep 12 , 2020 Classical and Modern Sociological Sociological The Third Edition is a text/reader that introduces students to the ideas and writings of basic theorists from the founders of 19th century sociology to the present day. Authors Scott Appelrouth and Laura
Desfor Edles combine original texts, edited for classroom use, with extensive configuration discussions that provide a critical biographical, historical and theoretical framework for readings. The book also provides a general scaffolding that students can use to examine, compare, and contrast the main
themes and concepts of each theorist. This unique form, combined with the frequent use of photographs, tables and diagrams, makes Classical and Modern Sociological Theory in modern times a lively, interesting and student-friendly introduction to the world of theory. Download The Flyer Download
Flyer Product is to download PDF in a new tab. This is a virtual description. Download Product Flyer is to download PDF in new tab. This is a virtual description. Download Product Flyer is to download PDF in new tab. This is a virtual description. Download Product Flyer is to download PDF in new tab.
This is a virtual description. This set contains the two valid manuals Modern Sociological Theory, 3rd Edition and Classical Sociological Theory, 3rd Edition. The third edition of Modern Sociological Theory is the definitive guide to current perspectives and approaches in the field, looking at key topics and
discussions in the field.  The new edition of Classical Sociological Theory explores the roots of sociology from its unruly principles to its current influence on modern sociological debate.  Debate. 
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